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Abstract1

This paper presents an inertial navigation system aided by local ranging measurements derived from an ultra-2

wideband system. The system consists of one onboard tag and several onshore anchors. It is motivated by the need to3

complement satellite systems in harbor areas to reduce the risk of localization dropout during high precision closed-4

loop maneuvering and docking of ships as it may imply severe consequences. The proposed state estimation algorithm5

includes ranging bias to compensate for minor inaccuracies originating mostly from tag and anchor processing time.6

The complete ultra-wideband aided inertial navigation system is validated using full-scale measurements collected7

during multiple dockings of a passenger ferry in Trondheim, Norway. The results show that the proposed localization8

system has comparable performance to state-of-the art inertial navigation systems aided by real-time kinematic satellite9

position measurements. Thus, it offers a viable alternative and complement which may contribute to safe and efficient10

high precision closed-loop maneuvering and docking of marine vessels.11

Index Terms12

Inertial Navigation, Ultra-wideband ranging, Docking and Localization13

I. INTRODUCTION14

State-of-the-art navigation systems for ships use an inertial navigation system (INS) fused with measurements from15

a global navigation satellite system (GNSS). The positioning solution obtained with GNSS and INS is considered16

to be accurate enough in most applications, both in maritime environments [1] and on land [2]. However, loss of17

GNSS measurements occurs, and is often a critical single point of failure. Harbors and narrow fjords are examples of18

locations where GNSS measurements may be unavailable or inaccurate. GNSS signals are also prone to interference19

from electromagnetic fields or deliberate attempts to misguide the receiver through jamming and spoofing [3]–[5].20
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Moreover, the robustness of augmented GNSS services, such as real-time kinematic (RTK) GNSS or precise point21

positioning (PPP) [6], is questionable, particularly in urban areas due to multipath and other undesirable effects22

[7]. These GNSS errors are often systematic and induce colored noise that reduce the accuracy. The increased cost,23

convergence time and infrastructure on land are additional drawbacks for augmented GNSS services. Issues caused24

by signal degradation and outage can be reduced through fault detection as described in [8], but there are still many25

challenges with the use of GNSS in safety-critical systems with strong requirements to accuracy and uptime.26

The GNSS challenges is a potential showstopper for the development of ship systems with strong requirements27

to safety, robustness, and reliability. A relevant example is development of automatic steering systems for ships in28

harbor maneuvering and docking. Steering systems require accurate feedback from the navigation states to calculate29

suitable control forces from the actuators. Development of automatic steering systems is desirable to reduce the30

stress level of human operators. Docking and harbor maneuvering are particularly stressful and complex tasks due31

to varying environmental conditions and dynamic scenery. Moreover, automatic steering is a key component for32

future applications such as autonomous transport of passengers and cargo, and automated unloading and loading.33

These applications cannot be realized without a reliable localization system with the required redundancy level.34

Therefore, it is necessary to investigate sensor technologies and algorithms for ship navigation systems.35

Navigation systems for surface ships are most often based on a position reference system and a heading reference.36

A relevant example is a localization system based on GNSS and a gyrocompass. Another strategy is inertial37

navigation systems (INS) used mostly for underwater vehicles in maritime environments. INS employ an inertial38

measurement unit (IMU) to predict the vehicle motion [9]. A pure INS without aiding measurements is prone to39

significant drift, and the drift increases at least linearly in time [10]. Therefore, INS has more recently been combined40

with GNSS and a heading reference to combine the advantages of both approaches. The high-frequency INS can give41

estimates rapidly and aiding sensors ensure that drift is avoided. A third approach is model-based navigation systems.42

A model-based navigation system require measurements and/or estimates of forces from propulsion, steering and43

the environment such as wind, waves and current to predict the motion of the ship [11]. They are mostly used44

in dynamic positioning systems where low-speed assumptions can be included in the models. Common for all45

strategies is the need for aiding measurements during high-precision maneuvering.46

Several sensor technologies have been explored for aiding of ships and other vehicles. Optical sensors have47

performed well in several applications using algorithms based on simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)48

[12], [13]. Visual sensors have also been used in underwater docking applications [14], which share many of the49

challenges faced in GNSS-denied environments [15]–[17]. Optical sensors are cheap and versatile but struggle in50

poor weather and illumination conditions. Consequently, they cannot be used as an alternative to GNSS in a robust51

manner. SLAM or visual odometry can also be applied using LIDARs [18]. LIDARs are often more robust with52

respect to environmental conditions but have a short localization range, often below 100 m. LIDARs with better53

range are expensive, and the memory and processing requirements are also troublesome, especially for real-time54

applications. State-of-the-art SLAM algorithms need to solve the long- and short-term data association problem55

which in case of failure is critical and can cause large errors in the localization accuracy. Moreover, the harbor56

environment is dynamic with moving scenery, which breaks the assumptions in the most proven SLAM frameworks57
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[19]. Conventional position reference systems used on ships include radio, radar, laser, taut wire, and hydro-acoustic58

systems, but are not suitable for harbor areas, expensive or do not have the necessary robustness and accuracy.59

This paper investigates ultra-wideband (UWB) ranging for aiding of ships in harbor maneuvering. UWB signals60

are used to measure the range between a tag and several anchors in the operating area [20], [21]. The analogy61

to GNSS is clear; the tag is the receiver on-board the vehicle and the anchors correspond to GNSS satellites. An62

obstacle-free line of sight between the anchor and tag is necessary to obtain ranging measurements. Obstacles along63

the line of sight can both block the signal and degrade the accuracy through multipath. The ranging measurement is64

often based on the time a signal uses to travel from the tag to the anchor and back (or another time-of-flight scheme).65

The UWB signal is transmitted on a wide frequency band, which mitigates the most severe effects of multipath66

and provides good spatial resolution [22]. Commercially available UWB ranging systems specify an accuracy at67

decimeter level. These systems typically have a maximum measurement range of a few hundred meters, which68

should provide sufficient aiding for harbor maneuvering. The maximum range depends on the chosen transmission69

frequency and the signal strength required to accept the incoming signal. UWB ranging systems are not affected70

significantly by weather conditions, and it is a cost-effective system when combined with low-cost MEMS IMUs.71

UWB ranging systems have been used for localization previously but existing work focus mostly on indoor72

localization systems [21]. Some outdoor examples exist, such as localization for unmanned aerial vehicles [23]–73

[27]. However, most works have not systematically investigated calibration and estimation of UWB sensor bias,74

calibration of anchor position, or used a comprehensive amount of experimental data to validate their work. This75

paper investigates these aspects and shows the entire pipeline from design of a localization system to experimental76

verification of the system, including calibration of anchor positions and biases.77

A. Scope of work & Outline78

This paper presents a localization system using an IMU fused with UWB ranging measurements. More specifically,79

how ships can use UWB ranging for aiding in harbors are investigated. This includes estimation of the 6-DOF80

motion of a ship. Moreover, estimation of sensor bias and calibration procedures needed for identification of anchor81

positions are studied thoroughly. The localization system is based on the error-state formulation of the extended82

Kalman filter (EKF). Attitude is parameterized by the unit quaternion, which leads to a solution known as the83

multiplicative extended Kalman filter (MEKF) [11]. The UWB ranging measurements are fused with the IMU84

measurements in a tightly-coupled system. A tightly-coupled system is preferred since loosely-coupled systems85

based on multilateration require at least three ranging measurements simultaneously. The tight coupling ensures86

that each available ranging measurement is utilized, which is valuable when only a single anchor has an obstacle-87

free line of sight to the tag. The proposed system is compared with a state-of-the-art solution using RTK GNSS88

fused with IMU measurements. A comprehensive amount of full-scale field experimental data from several ferry89

dockings is used for validation. Even though an INS is used as showcase, UWB ranging can obviously be used for90

aiding in other navigation systems.91

The paper is structured in the following manner. Section II presents the coordinate frames and the mathematical92

notation used in this paper. Section III presents the assumed sensor technologies and the corresponding measurement93
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principles. The localization system is presented in Section IV where the MEKF is described in detail. The experi-94

mental design and calibration procedures are described in Section V. Full scale experimental results are presented95

in Section VI before the paper is concluded in Section VII.96

II. PRELIMINARIES97

This section serves as an introduction to the notation and definitions used throughout this paper.98

A. Notation99

The following list summarizes the most important quantities in this paper:100

In Identity matrix of size n× n

(.)> Vector and matrix transpose

{b} Vehicle body-fixed coordinate frame

{n} North-east-down (NED) reference frame

{mi} IMU measurement frame

{mg} GNSS measurement frame

p Vectors are bold with small letter

A Matrices are bold with capital letter

pn
nb Vector p describing frame {b} relative to

{n} decomposed in {n}

Rn
b Rotation matrix transforming a vector from

{b} to {n}, ∈ SO(3)

S(a) Skew-symmetric matrix of vector a used for

cross products, ∈ SS(3)

Θ Vector of Euler angles

qn
b Unit quaternion representation of attitude

(rotation from {b} to {n})

q1 ⊗ q2 Quaternion product using the Hamiltonian

representation

φ Roll angle

θ Pitch angle

ψ Yaw/heading angle

ωb
nb Angular velocity of {b} relative to {n} de-

composed in {b}

f bnb Specific force of {b} relative to {n} decom-

posed in {b}

101
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B. Coordinate Frames102

Several coordinate frames are employed in this research. The north-east-down (NED) frame {n} is a local tangent103

plane used for navigation and considered to be inertial locally. The rotation of the Earth is neglected in NED and104

the tangent plane has an inherent flat-earth assumption making it accurate only in a small local area [11]. The x105

axis of {n} points towards the true geographic north, the y axis towards east, and the z axis down to complete the106

right-handed system. The body-fixed frame is a vehicle frame denoted {b}, which moves with the vehicle. Its origin107

is a fixed point on the vehicle, most often close to the center of gravity (it is a design choice). The x axis points to108

along the forward direction of the vehicle, the y axis to starboard and the z axis points downwards. Other reference109

frames of interest are the sensor frames in which different sensors are aligned. Each sensor has its own right-handed110

frame that can be related to the body-fixed frame through calibration (rotation and lever arm compensation).111

C. Attitude Parameterization and Kinematics112

Representation of attitude requires at least three parameters. However, it is not possible to represent attitude113

globally without a singularity when using the minimal number of parameters [28]. Unit quaternions are global and114

singularity free at the cost of one additional parameter and double cover of SO(3).115

Three attitude representations are used in this paper. Euler angles are used for visualization of the results. A unit116

quaternion using the Hamiltonian representation is used to represent attitude in the inertial navigation problem. The117

attitude error in the inertial navigation problem is represented using the four times Modified Rodrigues Parameters118

(MRP). The reasoning behind these choices is well known and discussed later. The rotation between two frames119

{a} and {b} can be described by the unit quaternion120

qa
b =

η
ε

 =


η

ε1

ε2

ε3

 ∈ Q (1)

where Q is the set of unit quaternions defined in [11]. η is the scalar part of the quaternion and ε is the vector part121

of the quaternion. A rotation matrix representing the same rotation is122

Ra
b := I3 + 2ηS(ε) + 2S2(ε) (2)

The quaternion product is used for compositions of rotations and defined as123

q3 = q1 ⊗ q2 =

 ηq1ηq2 − ε>q1εq2
ηq1εq2 + ηq2εq1 + S(εq1)εq2

 (3)

The angular rate of the vehicle ωb
nb is related to the attitude qn

b through the kinematic equation124

q̇n
b =

1

2
qn
b ⊗ ω̄b

nb =
1

2
Ω(ωb

nb)q
n
b (4)

where ω̄b
nb = [0,ωb

nb]
> and the operator Ω is125

Ω(ωb
nb) =

 0 −(ωb
nb)
>

ωb
nb −S(ωb

nb)

 (5)
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The kinematic equations for the position and velocity are simply126

ṗn
nb = vn

nb

v̇n
nb = an

nb

(6)

where pn
nb,v

n
nb and an

nb are the vehicle position, velocity and acceleration, respectively, decomposed in the {n}127

frame.128

D. Navigation states129

The pose of a ship in 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) is typically represented by the position, velocity, and attitude of130

the ship. Nine or ten elements are needed to represent these states depending on the choice of attitude representation.131

In addition, inertial sensor bias is most often included as additional states since these states must be estimated in132

real time or through a static calibration before the mission.133

III. SENSOR MODELS134

Three main sensors are used to estimate the navigation states of the ship in this paper. An inertial measurement135

unit is used to measure acceleration (specific force) and angular rate. The UWB ranging system is used to measure136

the range between a tag on the ship and several anchors placed in the docking area. In addition, two RTK-GNSS137

receivers with separate antennas are used as a reference (ground truth).138

A. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)139

The IMU is mounted in a known location in the body frame. The IMU frame is denoted {mi}. The origin of140

{mi} has a lever arm to the origin of {b} but the axes of {mi} are assumed to be aligned with the axes of {b}141

through careful installation and calibration of the IMU. The three-axis angular rate measurement is assumed to142

obey the following sensor model143

ωb
imu = ωb

nb + bb
ars + wb

ars

ḃb
ars = wb

b,ars

(7)

where the bias vector is denoted bb
ars, and wb

ars and wb
b,ars are white noise processes representing measurement and144

bias noise, respectively. ωb
imu is the angular rate measurement vector and ωb

nb is the true angular rate of the vehicle145

with respect to {n} decomposed in {b}. Note that the angular velocity of any point on the body is assumed to be146

equal through the rigid-body assumption so it is not necessary to relate the measurement to the IMU frame.147

The three-axis specific force measurement is denoted f b
imu and is assumed to obey the following sensor model148

f b
imu = (Rn

b )>(an
nmi
− gn) + bb

acc + wb
acc

ḃb
acc = wb

b,acc

(8)

where the accelerometer bias is denoted bb
acc, and wb

acc and wb
b,acc are white noise processes modeling the mea-149

surement and bias noise, respectively. gn is the gravity vector decomposed in {n} and an
nmi

is the acceleration of150

{mi} with respect to {n} decomposed in {n}.151
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B. Ultra-Wideband Ranging System152

The UWB ranging system can provide measurements in two separate ways. One possibility is to treat each ranging153

measurement between the tag and anchor as an independent measurement. This becomes a tightly-coupled system154

when fused with the IMU. Alternatively, multiple ranging measurements from the same time instant can be used to155

solve a multilateration problem and create a 3-DOF position measurement [29]. The latter choice requires at least156

three independent time-synchronized range measurements to obtain the 3D-position and an additional measurement157

if a common bias is present. This leads to a loosely-coupled system. Due to the limited number of available UWB158

anchors, it is beneficial to treat each ranging measurement independently. A single range measurement can provide159

valuable aiding of an INS.160

A single ranging measurement rti between the tag t and anchor i is expressed mathematically as161

rti = ||pn
nt − pn

nai
||2 (9)

where pn
nt is the unknown tag position and pn

nai
is the known location of anchor i. The state of interest is the162

position of the ship (body frame), namely pn
nb. Consequently, the lever arm between the body frame and tag must163

be included. Moreover, it is assumed that the system has a common measurement bias for all anchors. This bias164

represents the processing time in the tag. It is assumed that the UWB system measures round-trip time of flight to165

remove the clock difference between the anchors and the tag. Therefore, a common bias is sufficient to represent166

the delay caused by processing time. Considering all these aspects, the measurement model becomes167

rti = ||pn
nb + Rn

b pb
bt − pn

nai
||2 + buwb + wuwbi (10)

where pb
bt is the lever arm between the tag antenna and the origin of {b} decomposed in {b}. buwb and wuwbi are168

the bias and measurement noise from anchor i, respectively.169

C. Global Navigation Satellite System170

GNSS is used for comparison, calibration and initialization only. Scenarios where GNSS is available during171

the initial phase of the docking operation, but will become unavailable during the final and most critical phase,172

are considered. A common model for the GNSS measurement is chosen. It is assumed that measurements with173

centimeter precision is available through carrier-phase measurements (RTK). Systematic errors from GNSS are174

assumed to be corrected in the RTK processing and the measurement noise is therefore assumed to be additive and175

white. The chosen GNSS measurement model is176

pn
gnss = pn

nmg
+ wn

gnss

= pn
nb + Rn

b pb
bmg

+ wn
gnss

(11)

where pn
gnss is the position measurement and wn

gnss is white noise. pb
bmg

is the lever arm between the origin of {b}177

and the GNSS antenna position decomposed in {b}. Two different lever arms are obviously present in a dual-antenna178

design.179
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IV. ERROR-STATE KALMAN FILTER (ESKF)180

This chapter describes the localization (ESKF) algorithm in detail. That includes the design of an error-state181

MEKF that is used for aided INS. Section IV-A reviews the fundamental idea in the ESKF. Section IV-B describes182

the strapdown equations and how inertial measurements are used to predict high-frequency state estimates in a183

dead reckoning fashion. The measurement equations used for feedback and reset of the error states are presented184

in Section IV-C. Finally, practical aspects related to design choices and implementation are described in Section185

IV-D186

A. Fundamentals of the ESKF187

The indirect feedback filter design is used in this paper [11]. The fundamental idea is to estimate the true state188

as a combination of an IMU-driven nominal state and aiding by localization measurements to correct the error of189

the corresponding nominal state. The true state x is described mathematically as190

x = x̂⊕ δx (12)

where x̂ is the nominal (predicted) state and δx is the error state. The generic composition ⊕ is used since injection191

of the attitude error is not a regular arithmetic addition. The nominal state is predicted through the strapdown192

equations. The error states are corrected using the aiding measurement equations. The error states are injected into193

the nominal states whenever a new aiding measurement is available. After the injection, the error states are reset194

to zero since the information is transferred to the nominal states. The nominal state vector is195

x =
[
pn
nb, vn

nb, qn
b , bb

acc, bb
ars, buwb

]>
(13)

which includes NED positions (pn
nb), NED velocities (vn

nb), attitude represented by the unit quaternion (qn
b ),196

accelerometer bias (bb
acc), angular rate bias (bb

ars), and UWB ranging bias (buwb). The error state vector is197

δx =
[
δp, δv, δa, δbacc, δbars, δbuwb

]>
(14)

where each state in the nominal state vector has a corresponding error state. The superscripts and subscripts are not198

used for the error states since these are relative to the nominal states. The attitude error state is represented by δa,199

which is the four-time modified MRP [30] which is a minimal representation of attitude. This parameterization is200

used to avoid singularities in the covariance matrix, which is the core idea in the MEKF. Consequently, the error201

state has one element less than the nominal state vector. δa has a singularity at 2π which is acceptable for ships.202

The nominal state is represented by the unit quaternion to have a global singularity-free representation of attitude.203
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B. Nominal State Equations204

The state kinematics is based on (4) and (6), and familiar Gauss-Markov processes for the bias models:205

ṗn
nb = vn

nb

v̇n
nb = an

nb

q̇n
b =

1

2
Ω(ωb

nb)q
n
b

ḃb
acc = −T−1acc bb

acc + wb
b, acc

ḃb
ars = −T−1ars bb

ars + wb
b, ars

ḃuwb = −t−1uwbbuwb + wb, uwb

(15)

The nominal state equations are based on the exact kinematics and the IMU sensor models in (7) and (8). For206

simplicity, it is assumed that the IMU frame coincides with the body frame although the equations can be generalized207

to handle lever arms between the IMU and the origin of body as described in [11]. The nominal state equations are208

˙̂pn
nb = v̂n

nb

˙̂vn
nb = R̂n

b (f bimu − b̂b
acc) + gn

˙̂qn
b =

1

2
Ω(ωimu − b̂b

ars)q̂
n
b

˙̂
bb

acc = −T−1acc b̂b
acc

˙̂
bb

ars = −T−1ars b̂b
ars

˙̂
buwb = −t−1uwbb̂uwb

(16)

where the unknown noise terms in (15) are neglected. These equations are based on dead reckoning and is209

mechanized in discrete time using a first-order integration in this work.210

C. Error-State Equations211

The error states are used to calculate the covariance of the states and to correct the nominal states. They have212

an a-priori assumption of being zero. The values of these states are only corrected when aiding measurements are213

available. The kinematic model for the error states is (neglecting noise terms) [31]214

δṗ = δv

δv̇ = −R(q̂)(S(f bimu − b̂acc)δa + δbacc)

δȧ = −S(ωb
imu − b̂ars)δa− δbars

δḃacc = −T−1acc δbacc

δḃars = −T−1ars δbars

δḃuwb = −t−1uwbδbuwb

(17)

where the relationship x = x̂ ⊗ δx is differentiated to find the error states. The details of the calculations are215

presented in [31].216
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The error states are corrected through measurements from UWB. The Jacobian of the measurement model in217

(10) must be calculated during the correction step of the MEKF. Moreover, the Jacobian is calculated with respect218

to the error states. Consequently, it is necessary to rewrite (10) as a function of the error states:219

ri =||(pn
nb + Rn

b pb
bt − pn

ai
)||2 + buwb + wuwbi

=|| (p̂n
nb + δp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pn

nb

+ R̂n
b (I3 + S(δa))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rn
b

pb
bt − pn

ai
||2

+ (b̂uwb + δbuwb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
buwb

+wuwbi

=|| (p̂n
nb + δp) + R̂n

b pb
bt − R̂n

b S(pb
bt))δa− pn

ai︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(x)

||2

+ (b̂uwb + δbuwb) + wuwbi

=||f(x)||2 + (b̂uwb + δbuwb) + wuwbi

(18)

The Jacobian of (18) with respect to the error states for a single UWB ranging measurement is220

Ci =
∂ri
∂δx

=
[

f(x)>

||f(x)||2 , 01x3, −( f(x)
||f(x)||2 R̂n

b S(pb
bt))
>, 01x6, 1

] (19)

In situations where GNSS measurements are used, the following measurement model is used:221

pn
gnss = pn

nmg
+ wgnss

= pn
nb + Rn

b pb
bmg

+ wgnss

= (p̂n
nb + δp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pn

nb

+ R̂n
b (I3 + S(δa))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rn
b

pb
bmg

+ wgnss

= (p̂n
nb + δp) + R̂n

b (I3 − S(pb
bmg

))δa + wgnss

(20)

where each receiver antenna has its own lever arm pb
bmg

. The Jacobian of (20) for one receiver is222

Ci =
∂pn

gnss

∂δx
=

[
I3, 03x3, −R̂n

b S(pb
bmg,i

), 03x7

]
(21)

The Jacobians are evaluated using the current state estimates. Linearization of (17) is used to predict the covariance223

of the error states. Correction of the error states and the covariance is conducted when aiding measurements are224

received. Finally, the error states are reset to zero:225

x̂← x̂⊗ δx (22)

The reset step is more complicated for the attitude since the nominal state and error state have different number of226

elements. The following equation is used [11]:227

δq(δa)← 1

16 + a>a

16− δa>δa

8δa


qn
b ← qn

b ⊗ δq(a)

(23)

where ⊗ is the quaternion product.228
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D. Practical Aspects229

The models for the angular rate and acceleration biases were chosen as a Markov model. A pure random-walk230

model could also be chosen, particularly for missions of short duration. For longer missions, it is beneficial to keep231

the inertial bias from growing in an unbounded fashion and that is why the time constant matrices are included.232

Another design choice is how the UWB ranging bias is modeled. In principle, each anchor has its own unique233

bias because they run on their own printed circuit board (PCB). However, the practical explanation for the bias is the234

processing time on the PCBs in the anchor and tag, and the hardware design of the PCB is similar for all anchors.235

Therefore, by assuming that clock drift is negligible in between sending and receiving a signal, a single common236

bias is a reasonable assumption. An alternative is to use an individual bias for each anchor. Both alternatives are237

investigated in Section VI-D.238

Tuning of the filter is also a design choice and affects the accuracy. The process noise covariance Q, defined in239

[11], is based on the IMU characteristics. This matrix is discretized using van Loan’s method or another suitable240

discretization method [32]. The measurement noise covariance R, also defined in [11], is based on the accuracy of241

the UWB ranging measurements and (when used) GNSS measurements.242

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP243

The purpose of the experiments is to investigate if UWB ranging measurements is a suitable aiding principle for244

ferries during harbor maneuvering. This involves real-time estimation of all states using the MEKF, calibration of245

UWB anchor positions and real-time estimation of sensor bias.246

A. Navigation suite247

The following navigation suite was used to collect full scale experimental data:248

• Adis 16490 MEMS IMU measuring specific force and angular rate at a frequency of 250 Hz with specifications249

given in [33].250

• Two uBlox Neo M8T GNSS receivers measuring pseudoranges at a rate of 5 Hz [34] with two Harxon HX-251

GS288A antennas.252

• UWB ranging system produced by beSpoon with one tag and five anchors. The system measures the range253

between the tag and anchors (if in line of sight and within measurement range) at a rate of 12 Hz. The system254

is described more closely in [27].255

The robotic operating system (ROS) was used to log experimental data for post processing.256

B. Experiments257

The passenger ferry displayed in Figure 1 was used as experimental platform to collect relevant data. The ferry258

operates between Trondheim and Vanvikan in Norway. The sensor suite was mounted on top deck and data was259

captured from eight different crossings from Vanvikan to Trondheim. The data was captured on two different days.260

Data from two crossings on each day will be presented in this paper to avoid repetitive analyses. The UWB anchors261
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were mounted on the harbor in Trondheim as displayed in Figure 2. Three anchors were placed on the quay, and262

two of the anchors on the opposite side to improve the geometry of the localization problem. All anchors were263

placed at approximately the same height due to restrictions on the quay. Consequently, the vertical localization264

accuracy is degraded because of the resulting ill-conditioning. The anchors were removed and installed manually265

on both days. A small difference in the exact anchor position might therefore be present between the two days. In266

practice, a single calibration is sufficient.267

The passenger ferry operated with the regular schedule without any adjustments to their normal operation.268

Consequently, the data represents the expected ferry motion during docking by a human operator. The docking269

area is shielded from the open sea so the wave influence can be neglected within the harbor in calm weather. The270

ferry moored on the left side hand of the quay where anchors 1-3 were placed. This can be seen in Figures 1 and271

2. The weather conditions were calm and sunny during both days of data collection.

Fig. 1. Passenger ferry used to collect data on the docking location in Trondheim.

272

The origin of the body frame was placed in the center of the IMU. Lever arms from the IMU to the GNSS273

antennas and the UWB tag were measured manually in the body frame. Since the ferry position is in the origin274

of body, the measurements from GNSS were transformed to this location using the lever arms and the attitude of275

the ferry. Consequently, there is a coupling between the attitude estimator and the translational motion estimator.276

This also influences the reference since the position measurements from RTK GNSS were transformed to the body277

frame in the same manner. Therefore, the reference has a small uncertainty originating from the potential error in278

the estimated attitude (primarily heading since the roll and pitch angles were small).279

The GNSS antennas were mounted on one side of the wheelhouse due to physical constraints. Thus, GNSS280

signals from parts of the hemisphere were blocked by the wheelhouse. This is considered to be realistic since parts281

of the hemisphere may be blocked in urban harbors.282

C. Calibration of UWB anchor placement283

A fundamental requirement for the UWB-aided localization system is accurate knowledge of the anchor positions.284

It is not possible to estimate the anchor positions in real-time using only the UWB ranging measurements. However,285
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Fig. 2. Docking area seen from above with UWB anchor placement. Courtesy of Google Earth.

it is possible to identify the anchor positions through a calibration procedure based on experimental data. A simpler286

alternative is to measure the position of each anchor manually with RTK GNSS using a survey antenna, but can287

be unreliable due to GNSS vulnerabilities.288

The calibration procedure requires a calibration data set where the position of the tag is known, e.g, through RTK289

GNSS. The same issues with respect to reliability and accuracy for RTK GNSS persist but can be minimized by290

moving the tag further from buildings. Identifying the anchor positions is constructed as an optimization problem.291

Let rij be the range between anchor i and j (can be measured with range laser for example) and let rti be the292

range between the tag and anchor i. The optimization problem is formulated as293

min
X

T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

s2ti + w

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

σ2
ij

s.t. (ei − ej)
>Y (ei − ej) + σij = r2ij ,∀(i, j) ∈ Napt

ei

>  I3 X

X> Y

pt

ei

 + sti = r2ti,∀(t, i) ∈ Ns

Y = X>X

(24)

where sti and σij are slack variables introduced to handle measurement noise in the RTK GNSS and UWB ranging294

measurements and noise in the internal distance between anchors, respectively. T and N are the number of time295

steps and anchors, respectively. Na and Ns are the index set of available range measurements and index set of296

in-between anchor measurements, respectively. pt is the RTK-GNSS position of the tag, ei is a unit vector where297
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element i is one, and X is an unknown matrix with the position of all anchors where each anchor has its own row.298

w is a scalar weight that is used to weight the internal distance between the anchors and the measurements between299

the tag and anchors.300

UWB measurement bias is not included in (24). However, the bias can be identified as part of the calibration301

procedure if it is assumed that a single common (constant) bias is present for all anchors as mentioned in Section302

IV-D. The optimization problem can be solved several times for different values of the bias. The bias is included303

by subtracting the chosen bias from each ranging measurement rti. The best estimate of the bias is the value that304

minimizes the re-projection error when all bias values are compared. This is computationally expensive but can be305

calculated once as part of a calibration procedure. The bias is caused by processing time and is therefore positive.306

Values from zero to the maximum expected bias should therefore be used with a suitable step in between. An307

example would be to solve the optimization problem for bias values of 0 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm and up to a chosen308

maximum value.309

Equation (24) can be solved by a nonlinear program (NLP) or as a semi-definite problem (SDP) if the equality310

Y = X>X is relaxed to an inequality constraint Y ≥ X>X . The relaxation reduces the computational footprint311

at the cost of a less accurate solution in general. Both a NLP and the SDP are used experimentally in Section VI-C.312

The NLP is initialized using the GNSS-measured anchor positions to ensure that the starting point is close to the313

correct global minimum. Moreover, additional constraints such as relative height difference can be added if more314

information about the installment is available. This will help the solver in finding a feasible solution.315

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS316

This section contains several case studies. The goal is to close the gap between the theoretical use of such a317

system and the practical performance in a relevant environment, namely navigation for a passenger ferry during318

harbor maneuvering. Four different case studies are carried out to validate the use of UWB experimentally.319

A. INS Tuning320

The data sheet of the IMU [33] was used for initial tuning of the filter. The IMU was strapped to the floor of the321

ferry and was affected by vibrations from the hull and the engines. Consequently, the measured noise levels were322

significantly higher than what the data sheet indicates. Therefore, the mean standard deviation of the measurements323

in one data set was used to estimate the noise level of the IMU and used to tune the ESKF. The noise level of324

the bias model was tuned with the values in the data sheet and then scaled down by a factor of ten to avoid rapid325

changes in the estimated bias. This is motivated by the fact that it is difficult to estimate the accelerometer bias326

when the attitude is estimated simultaneously without specific maneuvers due to lack of observability (the ship327

moved along an approximately straight-line during docking).328

The noise in the UWB measurements was tuned with a standard deviation of 10 cm which is in line with the329

observed accuracy of the system. The noise level of the RTK-GNSS measurements was tuned with a standard330

deviation of 10 cm in the horizontal plane and 50 cm in the altitude assuming a floating-point solution (not fixed).331
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The states were estimated at a frequency of 31.25 Hz which means that the IMU measurements were sub-sampled332

with a factor of eight from the original frequency.333

B. Case 1 - INS aided by UWB334

The first case studies the general performance of the INS aided by UWB for localization in a harbor area. The335

solution is compared with an INS aided by a dual-antenna RTK GNSS, which is considered to be state of the art336

for localization without a gyrocompass. Data from four different dockings have been analyzed. A constant pre-337

calibrated value for the UWB bias was used in this case. The bias was identified as the value that provided the338

minimum re-projection error for anchor positions using the optimization problem presented in Section V-C. This339

procedure is compared with real-time estimation of the UWB bias in Section VI-D. The constant bias value was340

identified to be 85 cm. A virtual altitude measurement was added to aid the filter in the vertical direction since it is341

known that the ferry operated on the sea surface. The effect of this is studied in Section VI-E. Without the virtual342

measurement, the vertical dilution of precision (DOP) in the UWB measurements induces errors into the horizontal343

plane.344
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Fig. 3. Measured range between tag and anchors in the first dataset

Figures 3 and 4 show two examples of range measurements received during the approach to Trondheim in two345

datasets. Figure 3 shows a situation where one anchor was unreliable (number 4) and not many range measurements346

were available at the same times. This figure supports the choice of tight integration and exemplifies the drawback347

with multilateration and loose coupling. The maximum measured range of the system was approximately 175 m.348

Anchors two and three were only able to provide range measurements in the beginning since the ferry moved passed349

the location of these anchors during the docking maneuver. The maximum measured range for the second dataset350

(Figure 4) was about 270 meters, and more range measurements were available in this experiment. Sensitivity to351

the elevation between anchor and tag antennas, and varying line of sight conditions during the maneuver are the352
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two main factors for the varying ability to receive range measurements. The elevation between the antennas is also353

affected by tides, which changes the altitude of the ferry as much as two meters within a few hours.
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Fig. 4. Measured range between tag and anchor in the second dataset

354

Figures 5 and 6 show the estimation error in position from the same datasets when the INS aided by UWB355

is compared with the INS aided by two RTK-GNSS receivers. The dotted lines illustrate the estimated two times356

standard deviation of the estimation error. Note that the RTK measurements were used to initialize the UWB357

aided system before the RTK measurements were removed after about 15 s in the first data set (25 s in second358

data set). Both figures show that the position error increases after the switch to UWB, but that the estimated359

error decreases somewhat when the ferry approaches the dock. The position error is within 30 cm for most of the360

docking period. Figures 3 and 4 also show that the number of measurements was smaller initially than later in the361

estimation period. This is also reflected by the estimated standard deviation which decreases with enough ranging362

measurements. The standard deviation also shows that the estimated position is within the confidence bounds, and363

that the covariance estimate is conservative (large margin to bounds). Consequently, the adjustable noise terms from364

the IMU measurements and the UWB ranging measurements could have been reduced to narrow the margin of the365

confidence bounds.366

Figure 7 shows the attitude error in the first dataset. The attitude error is similar in magnitude for the second367

dataset. The roll and pitch errors are within 0.2° which makes sense since the same IMU was used for both the368

reference and the UWB-aided localization system. Note that the estimated standard deviation in yaw increases369

with time since a single UWB tag was used to estimate the heading. Such a solution is not observable without an370

additional tag or another heading reference onboard the ship. Nevertheless, the results show that the yaw angle can371

be predicted accurately for the necessary period near the dock without significant increase in the covariance or drift372

in the estimates.373

Average performance statistics are presented in Tables I to III. Metrics from a third dataset are included for374
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Fig. 5. Estimation error in position in the first dataset
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Fig. 6. Estimation error in position in the second dataset

completeness. Figure 8 shows an interesting situation where the estimation error in the horizontal plane is much375

larger initially. This is from a fourth dataset where ranging measurements from anchors four and five were missing376

initially. Therefore, only ranging measurements from one side of the quay (right side of Figure 2) were available.377

Moreover, the other anchors were located along the same line of sight during the approach. The ferry approach was378

from the direction of the bottom left corner in Figure 2. Consequently, the estimation of the horizontal position379

is not observable and a dead reckoning situation occurs. This is also reflected in the estimated standard deviation380

which increases to several meters, both in north and east positions. Ranging measurements from both sides of the381
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Fig. 7. Estimation error in attitude in the first dataset

quay became available after about 25 seconds and the filter quickly converges towards the reference afterwards.382

Moreover, the same is observed for the estimated standard deviation. The horizontal position error is below 20 cm383

in the end. Since the estimation error is within the bounds of the standard deviation, the estimates are consistent384

and the navigation system is still reliable even though the accuracy is significantly degraded. The attitude error385

is similar for this dataset so the increase in position error is not influencing the attitude error notably which is386

explained by the dead reckoning using the ARS and aiding in roll and pitch from the accelerometers.
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Fig. 8. Estimation error in position in the fourth dataset

387
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE METRICS OF THE FIRST DATASET

north [m] east [m] down [m] norm [m]

ME: -0.01 -0.28 0.00 0.28

STD: 0.11 0.21 0.02 0.24

RMSE: 0.11 0.34 0.02 0.36

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE METRICS OF THE SECOND DATASET

north [m] east [m] down [m] norm [m]

ME: 0.15 -0.06 0.00 0.16

STD: 0.07 0.25 0.02 0.26

RMSE: 0.17 0.26 0.02 0.31

Figure 9 shows the position error during a pure dead reckoning situation using the INS. Position aiding measure-388

ments were removed in the intervals 425 s to 475 s and 625 s to 675 s and the horizontal position error grows to389

32 m. The rate at which the error grows is comparable to Figure 8. Therefore, ranging measurements from the same390

line of sight are not sufficient to avoid dead reckoning in the horizontal position. The difference in performance391

in the vertical position originates from the virtual altitude measurements used in the filter in Figure 8. Note that392

the tuning of the dead reckoning system could likely be improved so the rate at which the error grows does not393

represent the best possible dead reckoning performance. Nevertheless, the results show that ranging measurement394

along the same line is not sufficient to avoid drift in the horizontal position, but that the estimation error is within395

the estimated confidence bounds.396

The results have intentionally been presented as a function of time. It is also interesting to consider how the397

ranging distance affects the accuracy. The system was tested on land and the measurement error in the UWB ranging398

system was not affected notably by the ranging distance. The same was also observed for the UWB bias, which399

remained constant across different ranges. This is reasonable since the bias is assumed to be from the processing400

time in the anchor and tag. However, increasing the ranging distance increases the probability of measurement401

dropout due to reduction in the signal strength. Loosing measurements from one or more anchors will obviously402

reduce the accuracy of the estimates in periods with few measurements. Observability issues will arise if less403

than three anchors are reachable. Consequently, the distance in between the tag and anchors is important for the404

estimation accuracy due to measurement dropout. Measurement dropout is typically most problematic in the initial405

phase since the range between the ferry and anchors is decreasing with time when the ferry moves closer to the406

quay. Drift and reduced accuracy should be expected initially if few ranging measurements are available since the407

estimates will be based on dead reckoning without sufficient correction. Careful anchor placement and increasing408

the number of anchors are viable strategies that can mitigate measurement dropout.409
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE METRICS OF THE THIRD DATASET

north [m] east [m] down [m] norm [m]

ME: -0.28 -0.56 0.00 0.63

STD: 0.10 0.20 0.02 0.22

RMSE: 0.30 0.60 0.02 0.67
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Fig. 9. Estimation error in position during dead reckoning (pure INS without aiding)

C. Case 2 - Anchor Position Calibration410

This case investigates how accurate the position of the UWB anchors can be calibrated. This is key for the411

accuracy of the localization system. The calibration procedure in Section V-C is used to investigate how the location412

of the anchors can be obtained. The results presented in this section are based on three simulations. Simulations413

are necessary to investigate the validity of the method since the exact placement of the anchors in the field are414

unknown.415

The first simulation is based on the trajectory of the ship and evaluates how precisely the position of the416

anchors can be obtained with RTK GNSS and the UWB ranging measurements from experimental data. The second417

simulation is based on an elliptical calibration path that makes sense from a theoretical perspective and can be418

conducted with the ferry. An elliptical path is beneficial since measurements are available from all angles between419

the tag and anchors. This will cancel systematic bias originating from the mounting or from structures blocking420

the range measurements. The third simulation is based on the same elliptical path in the horizontal plane, but also421

includes a variation in altitude increasing from the sea surface to eight meters above the sea surface making it a422

spiral. Such a trajectory can be followed using a drone. The calibration paths in the horizontal plane are shown423

in Figure 10 along with the anchor placements. The spiral path is not shown in the figure, but has the exact same424
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trajectory in the horizontal plane as the elliptical path. Figure 10 also visualizes that the ferry moored close to three425

of the anchors as the blue line illustrates. The blue line is the typical trajectory of the ferry when moving towards426

the quay and the ferry approaches from the bottom left corner.

Fig. 10. Calibration paths in the horizontal plane.

427

UWB measurements were simulated by using the true position of the ship to calculate the range between the428

ship and the anchors. A range bias of 90 cm was added to the simulated UWB measurements. Moreover, white429

Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 10 cm was added to the measurements. This is in line with the typical430

docking behavior of UWB systems, as described in Section V-A.431

Both the NLP solution and relaxed (SDP) solution were solved in Matlab using the method described in Section432

V-C. The optimization was performed for different values of the bias to find the bias that minimizes the re-projection433

error of the anchor positions. Consequently, the bias was also be identified through the calibration procedure under434

the assumption of being constant. Moreover, relative height differences in between the anchors were added as435

constraints since the paths lack altitude variations. This guides the optimization algorithm to the correct solution.436

These relative height differences can be identified experimentally by measuring the vertical distance between each437

anchor and the sea surface. A range laser was used to find these constraints in the experimental data.438

The first simulation was based on a simulation of the typical docking path of the ship. It is illustrated as the blue439

line in Figure 10 and has a constant height due to the sea surface (tide variations for the duration of the calibration440

are neglected). The results are summarized in Table IV. Only the exact method with relative z constraints was able441

to find the correct bias and has the smallest root mean squared error (RMSE) for the anchor positions. However, the442

exact method without relative z constraints was struggling to find the vertical positions of the anchors as seen by443

the total error in Table IV. Note that the accuracy will increase with the number of available ranging measurements444

and these results are based on the experimental trajectory of the ship in one dataset, and the times when UWB445
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ranging measurements were available.

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR ANCHOR CALIBRATION USING THE SHIP DOCKING PATH.

Algorithm Constraints Horizontal

RMSE [m]

Total

RMSE

[m]

Chosen

bias [m]

SDP None 0.52 2.34 1.00

SDP Relative z 0.53 0.58 1.00

Exact None 0.18 14.65 0.95

Exact Relative z 0.19 0.33 0.90

446

The second simulation was based on the elliptical path marked in yellow in Figure 10. This is a suggested447

calibration path that theoretically improves the horizontal dilution of precision. The exact optimization method and448

the SDP relaxation identified the correct bias, both with and without relative height constraints. The RMSE of the449

calculated anchor positions are much smaller with this trajectory but also needs the z constraints to find the correct450

vertical position. This is supported by the total error in Table V. The elliptical path is therefore a better calibration451

trajectory than the typical ship trajectory. This is expected and shows that a tailor-made calibration maneuver should452

be conducted to find the anchor locations in practice.

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR ANCHOR CALIBRATION USING THE ELLIPTICAL PATH.

Algorithm Constraints Horizontal

RMSE [m]

Total

RMSE

[m]

Chosen

bias [m]

SDP None 0.03 8.47 0.90

SDP Relative z 0.03 0.08 0.90

Exact None 0.02 16.92 0.90

Exact Relative z 0.01 0.05 0.90

453

Table VI shows the same metrics for the spiral path with altitude variations. The most significant difference454

compared to the elliptical path is that the need for relative z (altitude) constraints is avoided when the spiral path455

is used. The accuracy is improved with relative z constraints, but not in the same extent as for the other paths. The456

results show that an elliptical path is sufficient if relative z constraints are known and that a spiral path is necessary457

if these constraints are unknown.458

Figure 11 shows the re-projection error of all methods as a function of the UWB bias when using the ship459

docking path for calibration. The most appropriate bias is identified as the value that minimizes this curve. It is460

apparent that it is difficult to find a feasible solution without z constraints. Especially the total error (including the461

re-projection error in the vertical plane) has several minima without the additional constraint and it is hard to find a462

feasible solution for the NLP. The re-projection error using the elliptical path is displayed in Figure 12 and shows463
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TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR ANCHOR CALIBRATION USING THE SPIRAL PATH.

Algorithm Constraints Horizontal

RMSE [m]

Total

RMSE

[m]

Chosen

bias [m]

SDP None 0.04 0.37 0.90

SDP Relative z 0.03 0.12 0.90

Exact None 0.02 0.38 0.90

Exact Relative z 0.01 0.19 0.90

that the re-projection curve has the minimum value at the correct bias. The bias was identified to be 85 cm for the464

experimental data.
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Fig. 11. Re-projection error using the ship docking path

465

For the field experimental data, the exact method with relative z constraints was used to find the anchor positions.466

The accuracy of the anchor positions are expected to be in line with the values in Table IV. Moreover, RTK GNSS467

with a survey antenna was used to verify the integrity of the calibration results.468

D. Case 3 - UWB Bias Estimation469

This case studies estimation of UWB ranging bias. Two alternatives are available. The first alternative is to use470

the constant value identified in the previous section. This is a static calibration that can be conducted once as part471

of a calibration procedure, but assumes that the bias remains constant (and time independent) for all anchors. This472

assumption makes sense from a practical viewpoint when the UWB ranging bias originates from processing time473

in the UWB tag and anchor firmware.474
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Fig. 12. Re-projection error using elliptical path

The second alternative is to estimate the UWB ranging bias online as part of the localization algorithm as475

described in Section IV. This is beneficial if the anchor calibration is uncertain, or the bias varies. It is also possible476

to include one bias for each anchor using this strategy, but observability is challenging without additional GNSS477

measurements. Real-time estimation of the bias is compared experimentally with a pre-calibrated bias value in this478

section. The results are based on the same datasets as in Section VI-B. Note that the results in Section VI-B used479

the pre-calibrated value of the UWB ranging bias (85 cm).
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Fig. 13. Online estimated UWB bias vs pre-calibrated bias

480

Figure 13 shows the estimated UWB ranging bias when a single common bias was assumed for all anchors in481
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the second dataset. The switch from RTK-GNSS measurements to UWB ranging measurements occurred at about482

30 seconds. The estimated UWB bias was initialized at the constant pre-calibrated value of 0.85 m. The estimated483

bias converges towards a value of 0.70 m near the end. Figure 14 shows the estimation error in position for the484

second dataset with online bias estimation and with the pre-calibrated value. Figure 15 shows the estimation error485

in attitude for the same dataset. A similar behavior is observed for both filters. A small difference is observed in486

pitch after 30 seconds during the switch from RTK to UWB.
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Fig. 14. Estimation error in position with UWB bias estimation
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Fig. 15. Estimation error in attitude with UWB bias estimation
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The performance of the filter with real-time bias estimation is summarized for all datasets in Tables VII to IX.488

These values can be compared with the values in Table I to Table III which show the performance when using the489

pre-calibrated bias value. The performance is comparable for both strategies, and the best strategy varies between490

the datasets. A clear trend is not observed. However, it is obvious that the UWB ranging bias is significant and491

should be identified before the system is used, and/or estimated online.

TABLE VII

PERFORMANCE METRICS OF FIRST DATASET WITH REAL-TIME BIAS ESTIMATION

north [m] east [m] down [m] norm [m]

ME: 0.09 -0.21 0.00 0.23

STD: 0.11 0.20 0.02 0.23

RMSE: 0.15 0.29 0.02 0.33

492

TABLE VIII

PERFORMANCE METRICS OF SECOND DATASET WITH REAL-TIME BIAS ESTIMATION

north [m] east [m] down [m] norm [m]

ME: 0.33 0.01 0.00 0.33

STD: 0.09 0.23 0.02 0.25

RMS: 0.34 0.23 0.02 0.41

TABLE IX

PERFORMANCE METRICS OF THIRD DATASET WITH REAL-TIME BIAS ESTIMATION

north [m] east [m] down [m] norm [m]

ME: -0.07 -0.44 0.00 0.44

STD: 0.09 0.18 0.02 0.21

RMSE: 0.12 0.48 0.02 0.49

It has been assumed that a single common bias can be used for all anchors so far. An independent bias can493

be estimated for each anchor and this strategy will be investigated for completeness. The first and second dataset494

will be used. Using independent anchor biases can account for differences in between the anchors, which may495

occur even though the hardware design is identical. In addition, estimating one bias for each anchor can potentially496

compensate for other errors such as uncertainty in the anchor locations. Figures 16 and 17 show the position error497

in the horizontal plane when using a pre-calibrated bias, a single real-time estimated bias and multiple real-time498

estimated biases (one for each anchor). A significant difference is not observed in any dataset. However, smaller499

differences are present and can be important in shorter time periods. Nevertheless, a clear benefit of using individual500

biases for each anchor has not been identified in this research.501

The results in this section have shown that a single pre-calibrated bias is sufficient to maintain the desired502

performance. Consequently, this is perhaps the most attractive approach for this UWB ranging technology since503
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computation time and complexity can be reduced by removing UWB bias from the real-time estimation problem.504

This is also supported by the fact that the clock frequency in the anchors is expected to be constant over time,505

which imply that the bias is constant. However, it might be necessary to include bias in the estimation problem for506

other UWB ranging systems, and this has been proven to be a viable strategy in this section.
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Fig. 16. Error in horizontal position with UWB bias estimation in dataset 1
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Fig. 17. Error in horizontal position with UWB bias estimation in dataset 2
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E. Case 4 - Virtual Altitude Measurement508

The final experimental study of this paper concerns the virtual altitude measurement mentioned in Section VI-B.509

Surface vessels operate on the sea surface and the altitude is constant as long as the docking operation takes place510

in a short time period with calm weather conditions (neglecting wave and tide influence). Consequently, a virtual511

altitude measurement can be included to aid the estimator since the geometry of the UWB anchors restricts the512

observability along the vertical axis (vertical dilution of precision). The virtual measurement is added to keep the513

altitude at a reasonable level. If the altitude error becomes too large, it can both influence the estimated UWB514

ranging bias, the horizontal position, and the heading of the vessel. This section compares the UWB-aided INS515

with and without virtual altitude measurements. The reference is still the RTK-aided INS. In practice, tide models516

can be used to generate virtual measurements that compensate for tide variations. This is important if anchors are517

installed on structures not moving with the tides.518

The altitude measurements were generated by utilizing the lever arm between the origin of the body frame and519

the altitude of the sea surface, which is assumed known in NED through RTK GNSS or a tide model. Thus,520

the difference between the origin of body and the sea surface must be known. The altitude of the sea surface521

is not constant in NED in larger areas due to the inherent flat-earth assumption and the curvature of the Earth.522

Nevertheless, the altitude is constant in a small local area, such as harbors, when tides and waves are neglected, or523

when shorter periods are considered. Virtual altitude measurements were assumed available at a rate of 10 Hz and524

with a standard deviation of 10 cm. The attitude estimates were not affected by the virtual altitude measurement,525

so the analysis of attitude is neglected in this section. Only the second dataset is presented to keep the analysis526

brief, but the results were verified across the rest of the data.527

Figure 18 shows the estimation error in position for four versions of the ESKF. Two filters used the real-time528

estimated bias (single common bias for all anchors) and two filters used the pre-calibrated value. Moreover, two529

filters used the virtual altitude measurement and two did not use the virtual altitude measurement. Note the range530

difference for the estimation error along the different axes. The estimation error along the vertical axis is much larger531

for the filters without virtual altitude measurements as seen in Figure 18. This is expected due to the vertical DOP532

for the UWB anchors. The horizontal accuracy is not affected significantly by the virtual altitude measurements.533

Figure 19 shows the UWB ranging bias for the four filters. The real-time estimated UWB bias is different with534

and without the virtual altitude measurement. Thus, the bias is affected by the accuracy of the down position. This535

is interesting and shows the tight coupling between the states in the ESKF. Note also that the bias is equal initially536

when RTK-GNSS measurements were available. The difference appears when only UWB ranging measurements537

are used. This makes sense since the bias is observable with RTK-GNSS measurements, but observability issues538

arise without RTK-GNSS measurements. Therefore, it could be beneficial to freeze the bias or use the pre-calibrated539

value when GNSS measurements are unavailable in practical applications.540

VII. CONCLUSIONS541

The results presented in this research have shown that an inertial navigation system aided by UWB ranging542

measurements can replace RTK-GNSS measurements for ships in harbor maneuvering and docking. It was assumed543
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Fig. 19. Estimated UWB bias with virtual altitude measurement in dataset 2

that the localization system can be initialized properly before entering the harbor area. This includes having estimates544

of inertial sensor bias (IMU), and accurate estimates of position and attitude initially. The initialization was provided545

by an INS aided by RTK GNSS. The findings have been validated with a comprehensive amount of experimental546

data. The error in horizontal position was within 30 cm of the dual antenna RTK-aided reference, considered to547

be state of the art within ship localization without a gyrocompass. Moreover, the heading error was kept within548

0.5 deg.549
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It has also been shown that the range bias in the UWB measurements can be handled, both through calibration550

before the mission or through real-time estimation. One of the presented datasets had a significantly higher initial551

estimation error than the rest of the datasets. This was caused by a lack of UWB ranging measurements from one552

side of the harbor initially leading to a poor precision. If a UWB-aided INS is used in safety-critical applications, it553

is important to have enough anchors spread around in the operating area to ensure redundancy in case of hardware554

failure or loss of line of sight between the anchor and tag.555
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